Summy (Clayton F.) co.

Happy birthday to you; pf., with words.

Fee rec’d $2.00

Applicant rec’d DEC - 9 1935
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APPLICATION FOR COPYRIGHT

FOR REPUBLISHED MUSICAL COMPOSITION WITH NEW COPYRIGHT MATTER

REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, Washington, D.C.

Date: November 6, 1935

Name of copyright owner: Clayton F. Summy

Address: 49 E. Randolph Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Author of new copyright matter: Previous Ware Brew, Employed by

Note: The copyright is claimed upon the new copyright matter as stated below, the author of which is a citizen or subject of the country whose exclusive right is claimed.
Musical Composition Republished

Use this blank only for new copyright matter.

(3) Author of new copyright matter: Mrs. Ralph Degeorge.

(4) Country of which the author of the new matter is a citizen: U.S.A.

(5) If an alien author domiciled in the United States, state where:

Country: U.S.A.

(6) Title of musical composition: Happy Birthday to You.

(7) State exactly on what new matter copyright is claimed (see Sec. 6 of Act of 1909):

Arranged as easy piano solo, with lyrics.

(8) Published on the Sixth day of December, 1935:

[State here the day, month, and year when the work was placed on sale, sold, or publicly distributed.]

(9) Send certificate of registration to:

Clayton J. Summy Co.

479 S. Halsted Ave, Chicago, Ill.

(10) Name and address of person or firm sending the fee:

Clayton J. Summy.

479 S. Halsted Ave, Chicago, Ill.

[Please turn this over.]